
Solara to Exhibit at the Helicopter Association of Canada 14th Annual Convention 

and Trade Show 

 

WINNIPEG, MB - March 25, 2010 - Solara Remote Data Delivery Incorporated will be 

exhibiting at the Helicopter Association of Canada (HAC) convention and trade show 

in Québec City at the Québec City Convention Centre from April 11th to the 13th, 2010. 

Solara is looking forward to this opportunity to re-connect with existing clients and 

introduce our turnkey portable tracking and messaging solutions to interested 

helicopter operators from across Canada.  

 

Solara continues to offer new innovations to the helicopter operator, with client-

driven solutions for cost-effective portable tracking devices that provide 2-way 

messaging and position transmission confirmation though the Iridium Satellite 

network. This year, Solara is displaying new mounting and power hardware in the 

Solmate accessory line as well as enhancements to the Solace on-line tracking and 

messaging software including SMS text messaging and third-party Alert monitoring.  

 

“Many helicopter operators are benefitting from the portability and flexibility of the 

Field Tracker 2100”, said Tom Tessier, President and founder of Solara. “They realize it 

is not only easy to transfer devices between aircraft, but enhances customer service 

when they drop clients off in remote areas and loan or rent then an FT2100 as a 

rugged GPS tracker and texting device”, said Tom Tessier, President and founder of 

Solara.  

 

For the latest innovations in portable GPS tracking, please come by and see us at 

booth number 23. 

 

About Solara Remote Data Delivery Incorporated 

Solara Remote Data Delivery Incorporated is a communication solutions leader, 

providing the right balance of tailored technology and client-focused solutions, with 

expert advice and support. As the designer and manufacturer of the Field Tracker 

2000, the Field Tracker 2100, and comprehensive geospatial software solutions, Solara 

delivers wireless data tools and products that are secure and reliable, made for 

improved efficiency, profitability and peace of mind. 


